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Sanatoriums and asylums across the country are being left to decay despite 

their architectural and historical significance.  Adaptive reuse is not considered an 

option for many of these former institutions because of the grandiose size of the 

buildings, the large grounds, and the stigmas about the former populations.  Glenn 

Dale Hospital is no exception to these challenges.  However, the site offers the unique 

possibility to house a senior population in a therapeutic garden setting on the outskirts 

of a busy metropolis. A feasible adaptive reuse plan for Glenn Dale Hospital would 

preserve its history while also providing a blueprint for the future reuse of similar 

institutional campuses. 
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Preface 

A society, in the event of almost complete destruction or a breakdown in 

intergenerational communication, could build itself an impenetrable museum of its 

accomplishments.  This museum would be a way finding device for cultural 

evolution.  Historic preservation of our built environment has begun to create our 

museum.  Masonry, steel, and concrete edifices showcase our technological 

innovations, the work of masters, the stations of celebrated events.    

We are not so naïve to assume, however, that our culture is an evolutionary 

racecar that moves on a smooth and speedy track towards a single destination.  It is 

more like a stubborn donkey that staggers a few unexpected steps backwards before 

moving forward again.  Identifying these backwards steps means avoiding them.  

Therefore, it is necessary to preserve our basest history: the Holocaust, segregation, 

and the Salem witch trials, in our built museum. 

The history of a tuberculosis hospital is a narrative that weaves itself between 

virtuous human intention and misguided human intervention.  Society sacrificed a 

chaste piece of itself in hopes that a population in need could be healed by the 

American landscape.  Conversely, the innocent but ill were cleaved from society and 

placed under the shadow of an institution.  

Anything good about the place was forgotten once the buildings began to 

decay.  Deranged ruins breed both ghosts and a stigma that acts as a force field of 

grandiose melancholy- driving all future inhabitants away.  

From the start this hospital was meant to be a pocket of natural serenity, and 

one would erase its curative qualities by merging it with its surroundings through 
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careless development.  Future inhabitants of the campus, however, do not want to 

remain spatially isolated from their community.  Opening up Glenn Dale Hospital’s 

gardens to the public will create a porous boundary between the institution and the 

neighborhood.   Just as in nature, nothing will be isolated, but the residents of Glenn 

Dale hospital and their neighbors will be able to form connections in the colorful and 

reviving hospital gardens.  
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Chapter 1: Site 

Site Description 

Glenn Dale is an unincorporated area in Prince George’s County, Maryland.   

About a half an hour drive from Washington, DC, the area had a population of 13,466 

people in the 2010 census (American Fact Finder).  The majority of the population 

lives in owner-occupied houses.  The area is best known as the site of the Glenn Dale 

Hospital, a former treatment center for tuberculosis patients. 

Glenn Dale Hospital is a campus-like setting of 23 Georgian-style brick 

buildings built in the 1930’s.  The Glenn Dale Hospital campus encompasses 216 

acres in Prince George’s county, even though the buildings are only arranged 

throughout a 60-acre lot. Glenn Dale Hospital is directly north of Annapolis Road 

(State Route 450), and Glenn Dale Road divides the group of buildings by separating 

the adult hospital and a nurse’s dormitory from the rest of the buildings. 

The adult hospital is the largest building on the site.  It is five stories in height 

with a basement.  The plan is an “H” shape, with a main bar building and two 

projecting wings.  The wings create a U shape courtyard, and the main entry sits in 

the middle.  The building totals 178,500 square feet.  A semi-circular paved asphalt 

driveway leads up to the building from Glenn Dale Road. The central section of fifth 

story has an arcaded walkway that caps a flat rooftop area. The wings flanking the 

main building, as well as the projecting north and south wings, feature brick pilasters 

that support a wide limestone frieze and cornice.  The walls between the pilasters 

contain windows for the interior sleeping porches for the second and third stories.  
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Brick parapets top the wings, enclosing a rooftop terrace that allowed patients to 

sunbathe. 

 

Figure 1: Adult Hospital (Source- Don Linebaugh) 

 

 

Figure 2: Adult Hospital North and South Elevations (Source: M-NPPPC) 
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The children’s hospital is the second largest building, and is a “U” shape with 

an entry block and projecting wings.  It is three floors and a basement for a total of 

125,000 square feet.  A wood frieze, limestone cornice, and brick parapet delineates 

the flat roof.  Each wing was originally topped with a terrace and a pergola.  

 

Figure 3: Children’s Hospital (Source- Don Linebaugh) 
 

 

Figure 4: Children’s Hospital South Elevation (Source: M-NPPPC) 
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The third largest structure is the nurses’ dormitory, which is comprised of two 

buildings set along Glenn Dale Road and connected by a one-story, curved, covered 

arcade.  The northern building, Capper Hall, is a two and one half story side-gabled 

central block building.  The dormitory is approximately 22,888 square feet, and it was 

purportedly modeled off of Brice House in Annapolis.  McCarren hall lies to the 

south, and is also two and one half stories on top of a full basement.  The building is 

also a side-gabled central block.  

The complex contains many other buildings, such as two duplex apartment 

buildings for doctor’s, employees’ dormitories, a heating plant with a red brick 

smokestack that can be seen from Glenn Dale Road, a pump house, laundry facilities, 

and an incinerator.  Sixteen of the buildings were constructed under the supervision of 

the Municipal architect, Nathan C. Wyeth.  Wyeth was prolific in Washington DC 

because he supervised the design of many of the city’s large institutional structures, 

such as the oval office and the Francis Scott Key Bridge. 

The setting is bucolic, with the buildings being organized in an almost circular 

shape and placed on the tops of hills. All buildings are connected by views from one 

structure to another, as well as curvilinear walkways.  From the beginning 

landscaping was an important part of the facility’s plans. Joseph Gardner, a 

professional in private practice, provided the plan for the nurses and staff residences 

as well as the terraced lawn on the south side of the children’s hospital.  The plans are 

simple, with many specimen trees such as magnolias, hollies, maples, red oaks, and 

blue spruce. Large grassy lawns front the buildings, and trees and shrub clusters are 
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placed around entranceways.  The serene environment led many to call it the “Glenn 

Dale golf club.” 

 

Figure 5: Site Plan of Buildings (Source- Author) 

The 216-acre site is about 50% wooded with mature hardwood forests.  There 

are both wetlands and streams on the Northwest portion of the site, and also along the 

eastern property line.  Many healthy specimen landscape trees exist on site.  The site 

is bordered by private residential property on the north, west and south sides, and by 

the former U.S. Department of Agriculture’s Plant introduction station on the east 

side.  
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Site Evolution 

The first building to be constructed was the main block of the Children’s 

hospital in 1934.  The need for beds grew, so the wings, or “ward porches” were 

added in 1936.  Capper hall was added at the same time as the original children’s 

hospital in 1934.  The water tower and power plant were erected on the campus in the 

same year.  After Congressional approval passed for the funding the adult hospital 

was planned and built in 1936.  The last building to be constructed was the incinerator 

in 1960.  The need for beds was so great at one point that a third hospital larger than 

the current adult building and additional residential units were going to be 

constructed, but these plans were never carried out due to costs. 

 

 

Figure 6: Evolution of Buildings   (Source: Author) 
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Figure 7: 1935 Planned Additions (Source: M-NPPPC) 

 

History of Site Location 

Tuberculosis was a public health threat in the District of Colombia during the 

early twentieth century, and in 1908 the District built is first hospital to specifically 

treat tuberculosis patients on corner of 14th and Upshur (Buchalter).  The three-story 

brick hospital building housed 120 beds.  The hospital was built primarily for adults, 

and only 15 beds were reserved for children.  The need for beds quickly outgrew the 

hospital’s ability to treat patients. In 1917 the District established two schools, 

segregated by race, to provide children suffering from tuberculosis an education and 

to prevent them from infecting others.   
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Still not being able to house all of the infected, officials planned to construct a 

new, larger facility. The current site was chosen due to its proximity to the district, 

defense highway (Route 450), and the Washington, Baltimore, and Annapolis rail 

line.  Although the site is only fifteen miles outside of DC, it was thought that it was 

still remote enough to provide fresh and abundant air to patients.  The area was 

largely woodlands and agricultural fields at the time of the hospitals’ construction.    

Glenn Dale was operated by the district, and provided free medical care to the victims 

of the disease. It was viewed by many as therapeutic campus and credited with 

possessing most up-to-date equipment and practices.  

History of Patients on the Site 

Although many patients viewed their stay as a negative experience, many also 

recount some positive history of the community that was founded there.  Caring 

nurses and doctors scheduled bingo once a month, Wednesday movies, card games, 

and part time jobs for those who were well enough to work.     

With the advent of antibiotics, many tuberculosis patients were cured within a 

few months and the Glenn Dale’s patient population declined.  By 1960 the hospital 

was operating as a medical facility open to district residents suffering from other 

chronic diseases.  By 1978 only had 350 Medicaid patients with chronic illnesses.  

Fire was a concern, and it was estimated that 20 million was needed to bring 

everything up to code.  In 1982 Glenn Dale Hospital was closed.  

There was an argument over if the campus was a federal property or a District 

property.  The court ruled that the District owned the property.  The M-NCPPC 

purchased the property in 1995 for $4.1 million with a 20-year excess profit clause.    
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Current Condition 

While the majority of the buildings maintain their original massing and 

design, there is heavy deterioration of the buildings.  The buildings, with common 

bond brick exteriors, poured concrete floors and structure, and heavy steel beams 

support a slate roof. Some of the roof structure on several buildings has begun to 

collapse, and falling slate shingles make it too dangerous for workers to board up the 

windows.  The interiors have not been viewed in several years, and there are concerns 

about water damage.  Wooden doors and pediments need to be replaced, along with 

all windows, interior finishes, and flooring. Regardless, the property still 

demonstrates the original style and massing of the institutional buildings, the 

interconnecting circulation paths, and original landscape features.  The result is a 

retention in the integrity of the design, setting, location, and feeling.   
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Chapter 2: Site Analysis 
 
 As mentioned before, the Glenn Dale hospital campus occupies 216 of 

pastoral countryside in a suburban area.  The buildings were constructed to facilitate 

healing with views to nature and access to fresh air and sunlight.  The arrangement of 

buildings, rather than adhering to a set geometric plan, was organized around the 

site’s topography to maximize viewsheds.  The adult hospital and children’s hospital 

are located on the tops of hills, with the nurses’ residence sitting on a saddle in 

between. Water drains from each hill to bodies of water located on the east and west 

side of the property.  There is substantial tree cover bordering the site.  This tree 

cover hides the surrounding modern developments and adds to the feeling of being 

immersed in nature. 

 

Figure 8: Distance from site to the University of Maryland, College Park, Maryland  

(Source: Author) 
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Figure 9: Aerial view of Glenn Dale Hospital campus  (Source: M-NPPPC) 

 

Figure 10: Property Boundary of Glenn Dale Property  (Source: Author) 
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Figure 11: Size of Glenn Dale Hospital campus in relation to the University of 

Maryland, College Park campus  (Source: Author) 

 

 

Figure 12: Topography  (Source: Author) 
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Figure 13: Climate study for Washington, DC Area  (Source: Author) 

 

Figure 14: Sun and Wind in relation to Adult Hospital  (Source: Author) 
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Figure 15: 1878 John Hopkins Map (Source: Author) 

 

Figure 16: 1938 Tree Coverage (Source: Author) 
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Figure 17: 2009 Tree Coverage  (Source: Author) 

 

 
 
Figure 18: Main Roads  (Source: Author) 
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Figure 19: Alternative Transportation  (Source: Author) 

 
 

 

Figure 20: Water Bodies  (Source: Author) 
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Figure 21: Public Parks  (Source: Author) 

 

 

Figure 22: Land Use (Source: Author) 
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Figure 23: Zoning  (Source: Author) 

 

 

Figure 24: Nearby Nursing Homes (Source: Author) 
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Figure 25: Viewsheds  (Source: Author) 

 

Figure 26: Site Section (Source: Author) 
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Figure 27: Site Axon (Source: Author) 
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Chapter 3: History of Tuberculosis Hospitals 

Disease  

Tuberculosis, or “consumption” is a typically lethal disease caused by various 

strains of bacteria.  The bacterium most often affects the lungs, and is spread through 

the air when an infected person coughs. The disease has been found in prehistoric 

human remains, and its causes were linked to a wide range of sources, such as 

vampires or genetics (“History of Tuberculosis”).  In 1882, Robert Koch won a Nobel 

Prize for discovering the bacillus that causes tuberculosis.  Treatments for 

tuberculosis patients were varied until the onset of tuberculosis sanatoria, and 

included bloodletting, confinement, and physical exercise.  

Origins of Sanatoria 

The origin of the first tuberculosis sanatorium dates back to Herman Brehmer, 

a German student suffering from tuberculosis. Brehmer traveled to the Himalayan 

mountains in the 19th century and miraculously returned completely cured. In 1863 

Brehmer built an institution in a rural area of Goversdorf, Germany, based on his 

personal experience of the curative properties of the mountains.  Those at his 

institution were provided with high altitude, fresh air, good nutrition, and plenty of 

rest.  This institution served as a blueprint for the development of subsequent 

sanatoriums.   

Edward Livingston Trudeau founded the first tuberculosis hospital in the 

United States in 1886.  Trudeau was witness to his brother’s death from consumption 

and was in the process of becoming a physician when he himself contracted the 
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disease.  After suffering for several years and continually relapsing, he thought that 

his condition was fatal and traveled to the Adirondack Mountains.  He was not in 

search of a cure, but noted: 

 

If I had but a short time to live, I yearned for surroundings that appealed to 

me, and it seemed to meet a longing I had for rest and the peace of the great 

wilderness (Ellison, 21).  

 

Like Brehmer, Trudeau returned from the mountains completely cured.  

Owing his health to the mountain air, he founded a tuberculosis sanatorium at Saranac 

Lake, New York.  Trudeau’s model for a sanatorium was a medical experiment, and 

he invested significant time selling sanatoria as the preferred method of care.  

Trudeau had expanded his role as physician to that of a designer.  He spoke about the 

preferred layout of a sanatorium at an academy of medicine: 

 

Such hospitals should be located outside but within convenient distances of 

large cities, and should consist of one or more pavilions connected by 

galleries, and so constructed that each ward can easily be kept clean and free 

from dust according to modern methods, while an ample air space is allowed 

for each patient, and the most thorough ventilation with an abundance of 

sunlight is secured (Ellison, 150). 
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Trudeau published his design showing a community of small cottages.  The 

functions of the hospital were to be kept separate to encourage walking and outdoor 

activity. Trudeau’s instructions for the design of sanitaria, along with a manual on 

tuberculosis hospital construction by Thomas Spees Carrington, M.D. (1911) served 

as the basis for the design of more than 700 tuberculosis sanatoria that were 

constructed in the United States. 

By turn of century, tuberculosis was causing about 11 percent of deaths 

(Ellison, 11).  Wealthy patients traveled to areas with dry climates, but the disease 

flourished among the urban poor.  In 1938, even though there were over 700 

tuberculosis sanitariums throughout the United States, there was still a shortage of 

beds for patients.  Effectiveness of fresh air treatments has never been proven 

effective, however there was a dramatic decline in death rate when these treatments 

were administered.  

 The need for hospital beds continued to grow until the advent of antibiotics.  

Penicillin was discovered in 1929, but it proved ineffective towards tuberculosis.  

Streptomycin, an antibiotic, was administered and cured a tuberculosis patient in 

1944. Other tuberculosis drugs, including Isoniazid, Pyrazinamide, Cycloserine, 

Ethanbutol, and Fifampin appeared in the following years.  These drugs were used 

both separately and in combination to treat tuberculosis.  Instead of a chronic disease, 

tuberculosis patients could be cured with a mere three-month to two-year treatment.  

The advent of these drugs rendered tuberculosis sanitariums obsolete.  
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Architecture of Sanatoria 

Citizens usually welcomed sanitariums, as they were income generators and a 

source of pride.  They were placed next to trolley lines and other sources of mass 

transportation to encourage visitors. Sanatoriums were self-sufficient communities 

where patients grew or raised almost all of their own food (Payne, 3).  Plans for a 

typical sanatorium would have included a powerhouse, laundry room, ice house, 

greenhouse, garage, barn for livestock, sewage disposal plant, and housing for the 

staff.  

Asylums for the insane and tuberculosis sanitaria design were guided by the 

same principles since medical advice in the nineteenth and earlier twentieth century 

specified that both populations needed access to fresh air, sunlight, and open space.  

Those who built sanitariums sought land that was easily drained, which is one reason 

why many hospitals were placed on the tops of hills.  The design of asylums typically 

followed one of two blueprints: The Kirkbride plan or the cottage plan.  Glenn Dale 

can be seen as a combination of both, as it is a campus of buildings but the adult and 

children’s hospitals follow Kirkbride’s guidelines for letting in light and air. Both 

plans included a generous space for gardens for their ill residents.  

Conceived of by Dr. Thomas Story Kirkbride, the footprint for the Kirkbride 

plan was one building with stepped back wings to let in light and air.  The short, but 

connected buildings, were arranged in a flattened ‘V’ profile with an administrative 

core.  Kirkbride preferred for all of the buildings to be connected for administrative 

ease.  Either side of the “V” housed either male or female patients, and the ends were 

reserved for patients that were categorized as destructive, noisy, or violent (Ziff, 67). 
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Kirkbride was a proponent of the Moral Treatment, and these ends usually had 

verandas so the patients who were not allowed to wander the grounds could still get 

fresh air.  Kirkbride authored a manual for hospital construction, calling specifically 

for an unrestricted view of the landscape for all patients (Yanni 2007). 

 

Figure 28: Kirkbride Plan Analysis (Source: Author) 

 
The cottage plan of asylums were planned and constructed in parallel to the 

evolution of the Kirkbride scheme, but in the end the cottage plan design was seen to 

solve many of the Kirkbride plan problems. The origins of the cottage plan have been 

traced to the observations of physicians visiting similarly executed hospitals in 

European towns. The cottage plan was more financially viable then the Kirkbride 

plan because additional cottages could be built to accommodate more patients without 

large alterations or investments (Good Clancy, 33). The cottage plan was also 

popularized by the widespread recognition that diseases were contagious.  Patients 

with contagious diseases could be isolated in a specific cottage without putting other 

residents in danger.  Proponents of the cottage plan also proposed that cottages 
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appeared more “home-like” than one large institutional building.  Walks were laid out 

between cottages so that patients could enjoy the attractive landscape (Dublin, 22). 

 

Figure 29: Georgia State Sanatorium. Cottage Plan. (Source: Carrington) 
 

 

Figure 30: Portland Sanatorium. Cottage Plan. (Source: Carrington) 
 

Both the Kirkbride plan and the cottage plan called for generous green space 
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surrounding the patients.  Thomas Carrington’s 1911 guide to tuberculosis sanitaria 

construction specified: 

In making a decision from several pieces of property offered, this [landscape] 

should be considered as a valuable asset. A sloping, rolling or hilly piece of 

land is more desirable than a level one. Mountains, hills, meadows and trees 

add to the beauty of the view, and a forest, lake or stream gives opportunities 

for amusement (19). 

Kirkbride’s plans specifically required at least 100 acres around the buildings, 

but both typologies were almost always surrounded by a wide expanse of diverse 

landscape experiences for both the patients’ pleasure and food production (Good 

Clancy, 27). The gardens also acted as camouflage for the institutional nature of the 

hospital and made it appear more as like an inviting sanctuary for visiting family and 

friends.  Many asylums had meticulously landscaped grounds. Frederick Law 

Olmsted, who believed in the recuperative powers of landscape, planned gardens at 

Buffalo State Hospital, Hudson River State Hospital, McLean Hospital, and a private 

hospital in Boston (Ziff, 126).  The landscape further served as a permeable boundary 

between the institution and the community it served. Sometimes patients and 

townspeople shared the grounds- such in Athens, Ohio.  Asylum grounds were the 

only available park space to Athenians, who used it for picnics, ice-skating, and walks 

(Ziff, 141). 
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Figure 31: Athens Asylum Landscape Plan (Source: Ziff) 
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Chapter 4: Stigma and Adaptive Reuse 

Leper Colonies 

In examining the design of tuberculosis hospitals, it becomes necessary to 

study earlier examples of the treatment of similarly contagious and isolated 

populations.  One of the most obvious examples is that of a leper colony.  Leprosy 

has affected humans for over 4,000 years, and the disease has an almost equally long 

history of social stigmatization (Holden).  Mosaic law, for example, was very explicit 

in the treatment of lepers (Leviticus 13:45).  Lepers were to be set apart from their 

neighbors, their clothes were burned, they were to walk through the streets crying 

“unclean!” and future communication with the clean was prohibited.  

 Lepers, set apart from society, often formed loose communities of scattered 

houses in a field (Gerlach-Spriggs, 8).  Eventually leper colonies started to be run by 

government institutions.  Leprosy was first introduced to the East from those who 

returned from the crusades, and most towns in France, Scotland and England had a 

leper hospital (Stoddard, 30).  In Great Britain, the Pope issued a bull stating the 

afflicted were considered as legally and politically dead, and were to lose all the 

privileges belonging to their rights of citizenship.  

One of the best accounts of a leper colony is that of Charles Warren Stoddard 

who chose to visit the Molokai leper colony in Hawaii.  Visits to the colony were 

discouraged by the Hawaiian government, often through the form of false propaganda 

and a limitation of transportation to the island.  Government officials who combed 

communities in search of the sick forcibly sent many residents to Molokai.  Stoddard 
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describes the residents as welcoming and friendly, but also neglected by the 

community that ostracized them. 

Isolation and Tuberculosis 2 

In the 1800’s flu and cholera epidemics caused a large amount of deaths in 

urban populations living in crowded and unhygienic conditions.  A cholera epidemic 

in Hamburg, Germany caused New York officials to panic when a ship carrying 

several infected people made its way to the United States.  The ships were 

quarantined, and New York was spared from an outbreak (Ellison 149).  The idea of 

contagion and germs were beginning to be understood by the public, and those with 

tuberculosis were discriminated against because they were contagious. Many were 

refused admission into general hospitals. Tuberculosis was seen as a health threat, and 

the isolation of the diseased at a sanatorium was seen as a crucial effort to protect the 

public.  Those accused of having the disease, even if perfectly healthy, could be 

forcibly sent to a sanitarium and were ostracized by their neighbors after their stay 

(Latimer). 

 

Strategies for Adaptive Reuse 

Tuberculosis sanatoriums and insane asylums were set apart from cities in 

rural areas, and in many cases, have remained separate from the urban fabric that has 

developed around them.  These hospitals have both a physical and a conceptual 

boundary. Boundaries make the world an easier place to understand by making 

distinctions possible.  The separation of the afflicted made it easy to divide the sick 

from society and place them both physically and socially “over there.”  Various ghost 
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hunter shows and spooky homemade YouTube videos of teenagers breaking into 

Glenn Dale Hospital illustrate the way the property still suffers from a social stigma. 

Although the tuberculosis hospital as a type is no longer relevant in modern 

first world society, its stigma prevents it from easily being “de-typed” and reused for 

dissimilar functions.  “De-typing” historic buildings, however, can be seen as a form 

of erasing history that is similar to a building’s demolition.  For example, a proposal 

to turn Eastern State Petitionary into a shopping center would be a sanitization of the 

prison. Tuberculosis hospitals were significant as institutions.  Their construction and 

evolution was both a social and architectural process that defines a distinct narrative.  

 

Like speech, or other written texts, buildings and the configurations of a space 

they incorporate, constitute a set of statements about a society- a discourse.” 

(King, 129).    

 

Buildings form a spatial map of social relationships, and adaptive reuse should 

preserve those associations.  The built environment can reflect how classification 

systems worked.  Foucault understood buildings to be mechanisms that supported 

various systems of societal power.  Buildings, in addition to reflecting cultural 

existence, are also an integral part of it.  After their construction they cease to be a 

container for social ideas and begin to actively shape the lives of those that encounter 

them.  

Adaptive reuse plans for Glenn Dale should keep the hospitals’ original use in 

mind in order to preserve the architectural account of social change.  Any plans for 
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reuse should take into account the buildings’ original relationships with the landscape 

and the surrounding community.  In transitioning Glenn Dale from one use to another 

use, a developer might look at the site and wonder “how can we use this” and “what 

can be put here?”  Another way of examining the site would be to ask, “What does 

this site mean?”  By letting a use emerge from the building’s history it becomes clear 

that stripping the site completely of its permeable landscape boundary would be to 

dissolve its distinctive status, and yet future plans must not propagate its stigma by 

keeping the buildings isolated. 

 

Successful Adaptive Reuse Cases 

Besides a stigma, one of the greatest obstacles to the adaptive reuse of 

asylums or sanitaria is cost.  The load-bearing masonry of Glenn Dale does not lend 

itself to inexpensive renovation.  Additionally, the asbestos and slate shingle repair 

will be a costly cleanup a consideration.  Looking at past success cases of similar 

institutional campuses shows that despite these challenges, reusing a sanitarium can 

be an economically viable success.   
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Figure 32: Nurses’ Residence in Disrepair (Source: Don Linebaugh) 

Traverse Commons, formerly the Northern Michigan Asylum, uses its 

sizeable landscape to market itself as a short-term or long-term retreat from urban 

life.  For example, health care professionals organized a retreat at Traverse Commons 

for the families of firefighters who died in the September 2011 attacks (Williams, 

307). In addition to serving those in search of a respite, the landscape at Traverse 

Commons helps a community of drug and alcohol addicts.  Wine production, hiking, 

and biking are other uses of the large grounds.  The Kirkbride building houses event 

space, residences, commercial space, and restaurants.  

 

Figure 33: Traverse Commons  (Source:"The Village at Grand Traverse Commons) 

The Athens asylum is another one of few Kirkbride buildings that have been 

successfully repurposed.  The asylum continues to serve patients, but it also has forty-
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five uses for Ohio University.  The uses include a child development center, 

auditorium, geology and geography research, an art museum, and an administrative 

section.  The open space is used for land lab research and teaching. Other uses of the 

gardens include a baseball field, miniature golf, and a picnic shelter.  Other 

developers with plans for retirement housing are interested, but no plans have been 

realized.   
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Chapter 5:  Therapeutic Gardens 

History  

The Garden of Eden, the Garden of Babylon, and the gardens along the 

ancient Silk Road of China all elicit a mystical and romantic notion of healing nature. 

This idea can be traced to the classical times when temples to Asclepius, the Greek 

god of healing, were built on hilltops overlooking the sea. Ancient Taoism supported 

the idea that gardens and greenhouses were beneficial to health.  In more recent times, 

Florence Nightingale wrote in Notes on Nursing in 1859 that the “variety of form and 

brilliancy of color in the objects presented to patients are an actual means of 

recovery” (84).  The notion that nature can heal has persisted throughout history, and 

is the reason behind the pastoral landscape at Glenn Dale hospital.  

 

 

Figure 34: Mihintale Hospital (Ninth Century, Sri Lanka) is the oldest documented hospital in 

the world.  All rooms are arranged to look into a garden where a statue of the Buddha once 

stood. (Source: Author) 
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It is challenging to determine the precise origin of the therapeutic garden 

because of the prominence of courtyard buildings throughout the worldwide evolution 

of structures.   However, there is ample evidence to show that gardens blossomed 

alongside European institutions that cared for the sick from the tenth through 

fourteenth centuries (Gerlach-Spriggs, 8).  Monasteries were the most prolific of 

institutions that ministered to the infirm and insane.  These monasteries often 

incorporated an arcaded courtyard where residents could appreciate nature in a 

somewhat enclosed setting.  These courtyards often featured pathways in the shape of 

a cross that represented the streams that diverged from the river flowing from the 

Garden of Eden, according to Genesis.  St. Bernard (1090–1153) wrote of the 

intentions at his hospice in Clairvaux, France:  

 

Within this enclosure many and various trees ... make a veritable grove. ... The 

sick man sits upon the green lawn ... he is secure, hidden, shaded from the 

heat of the day; for the comfort of his pain, all kinds of grass are fragrant in 

his nostrils. The lovely green of herb and tree nourishes his eyes. ... The choir 

of painted birds caresses his ears ... the earth breathes with fruitfulness, and 

the invalid himself with eyes, ears, and nostrils, drinks in the delights of 

colors, songs, and perfumes ("Gardens in Healthcare Facilities").  
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Figure 35: Courtyard examples, clockwise: Durham Cathedral, Chester Cathedral, Fountains 

Abbey (Source: Author) 

 

The monastic provision of medical care declined during the fourteenth and 

fifteenth centuries due to an overwhelming number of needy patients because of 

plagues, crop failures, and expanding cities.  The decline of monasticism also 

coincided with the decline of the therapeutic garden.  Many open spaces that were 

attached to places catering to the ill were architectural coincidences.  A notable 

exception is the system of patient care for the insane in early fourteenth century in 

Zaragoza, Spain (Gerlach-Spriggs, 9).   Instead of the normal treatment of physical 

punishment and confinement, the mentally ill were instructed to follow a regular 

routine that focused on chores in orchards, gardens, and farms.  
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  There is also evidence that some hospitals continued the courtyard tradition 

throughout the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. The English hospital activist 

John Howard (1726– 1790) described gardens for patients in hospitals throughout 

Greece, Italy, and Austria:  

 

In all these hospitals he admired the flow of fresh air, the chance for patients 

to see gardens through their windows and doorways and the opportunity for 

convalescent patients to walk in the gardens ("Gardens in Healthcare 

Facilities"). 

 

In this same time period physicians began investigating the spread of diseases 

through air and water.  This new concept of infection and hygiene led to a re-

emergence of outdoor spaces connected to hospitals.  New hospital sites were planned 

to be well drained, open to the air and sun, and surrounded by large grounds.  The 

hospital in Edinburgh (1729) was built in a U-shape to admit sun and wind, and 

doctors requested two acres for adjoining gardens.  

The Royal Naval Hospital at Stonehouse in the United Kingdom was also 

significant in its pavilion design (“A History of Haslar Hospital”).  Three-story 

buildings linked by a continuous colonnade were arranged around a rectangular lawn. 

The pavilion hospital and its emphasis on a shared garden became a predominant 

form for hospital design through the world in the nineteenth century.   

Hospital design was being increasingly influenced by physicians such as Dr. 

Phillipe Pinel (1745-1826) (Gerlach-Spriggs, 19).  Pinel advocated for a more 
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humane treatment of insane patients at the Parisian Bicêtre and Pitié-Salpêtrière.  

Pinel’s work was paralleled by the work of Quaker William Tuke (1732-1821 at his 

York Retreat in England.  Treatment for the insane, ill, or unwell typically involved 

physical punishment such as beatings and use of restraints.  Both physicians 

advocated for treatment methods that focused on the psychological aspects of healing 

instead of physical ones.  These new methods, termed the traitment moral, had the 

goal of socializing patients through an abolishment of physical punishment and a 

regular routine in a restful setting that resembled activities of the world outside the 

hospital’s boundaries.  Activities in a garden setting were encouraged, as it gave 

patients access to the sun and helped to provide provisions to sustain hospital.  Some 

were in disagreement with the new methods.  Foucault, for example, criticized the 

new methods of physically confining patients to an asylum and labeling them as 

mentally ill (229).  

Regardless, the new Moral Treatment quickly spread to the United States.  

Tuke’s York Retreat inspired the first mental hospital in the United States, the Friends 

Asylum in Philadelphia.  The moral treatment seemed to have had a high success rate. 

A study of patients at the Worcester State Hospital in Massachusetts showed that 45% 

of discharged patients between 1833-1853 lived successful lives without further need 

for treatment (Gerlach-Spriggs, 21).   Dorthea Dix (1802-1887), a social reformer, 

used these success stories in her campaign to get the mentally ill into hospitals 

practicing the Moral Treatment instead of housing them in poorhouses and jails.  

Unfortunately, this later led to an overcrowding of facilities. 
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Hospitals design in the nineteenth century that was guided by the Moral 

Treatment often planned solariums where patients could absorb the healthful rays of 

the sun.  Windows were also important, as they were the most effective means of 

purifying air.  In 1877 a paper was presented to the Royal Society in London showing 

that sunlight could kill bacteria (Schweitzer, 22). In 1903, Dr. Auguste Rollier opened 

a sunlight clinic in the Swiss Alps.  

These studies may have served as an inspiration for Modernist architects of 

the 1920s and 1930s, who designed homes and hospitals to take advantage of the sun. 

Prairie School architects like Frank Lloyd Wright and Modernists such as Richard 

Neutra and Alvar Aalto designed buildings to grow out of their natural settings.  Both 

Richard Neutra and Rudolf Schindler designed a beach house for Philip Lovell that 

was based on the idea of architecture influencing health through access to air and 

sunlight.  

 

Figure 36: Schnindler’s Lovell Beach House Section showing balconies for fresh air (Source: 

Author) 
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Alvar Aalto even designed a tuberculosis sanatorium in 1929–1932 in his 

native Finland.  It featured a patients’ wing with south-facing sun-filled rooms that 

overlooked a pine forest.  When designing the sanatorium, Aalto was careful to 

incorporate pleasant and tranquil natural surroundings.  

The Salk Institute by Louis Kahn is also an acknowledgment of the inspiration 

one can derive from natural settings.  Jonas Salk, demoralized in his basement 

laboratory, found inspiration for his polio vaccine while in the sunlight of the Italian 

town Assisi.  He remembered this feeling and vowed that his researchers at the Salk 

institute would share this environment with plenty of access to sunlight and a 

courtyard with citrus trees. (Schweitzer, 22).  

Decline of Therapeutic Gardens 
 

Beginning in the late twentieth century hospital design underwent a series of 

changes because of the ever-increasing medical technology.  Hospitals started being 

deemed superior to others based on their technology.  The new equipment had certain 

space requirements, and soon hospitals were designed for state of the art equipment 

such as X-ray devices and scanners instead of patients.  Hospitals also started being 

designed to be more efficient for internal traffic circulation and the flow of medical 

supplies, which meant that designs focused around gardens and courtyards were often 

abandoned.  

 

Biophilia  

The persistence of garden-focused designs throughout history may be 

explained by biophilia. Harvard biologist Edward Wilson, Ph.D. coined the term 
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“biophilia” in his book Biophilia. Wilson defines the concept of biophilia as a 

“complex of weak genetic tendencies to value nature that are instrumental in human 

physical, material, emotional, intellectual, and moral well-being” (Beatley, 2).  In 

short, biophilia is a tendency to gravitate towards nature.   

This tendency is explained by anthropologists as what guided behaviors 

associated with finding, using, and enjoying natural resources that helped with 

survival and reproductive fitness.  Anthropologists explain that humans evolved on an 

African savannah, and we still are hardwired to seek a grassy plain for prospect and 

refuge.  Arguments could be made that learned cultural influences determine our 

response to nature, but the universality of our response to nature suggests that it is not 

primarily cultural, but an innate need.  Human brains evolved in a biocentric world as 

opposed to a machine-regulated one, and Wilson argues that it would be unexpected 

to find that knowledge had been erased in the groups of people that have existed in 

entirely urban environments for just several generations (Beatley, 4).    

Biophilia can currently explain why people have a strong preference for 

commercial buildings with views outdoors or nature-focused screensavers. It can also 

explain why parks and gardens are designed to look like an African savannah, or why 

so many people enjoy time on a golf course. The studies of Gordon Orians and Judith 

Heerwagen on landscape aesthetics confirm the “savannah gestalt” (Gerlach-Spriggs, 

7).  Orians and Heerwagen’s preference studies show that people like landscape 

paintings that resemble savannahs over closed woods views or others subjects.    

Biophilic design is a collaborative effort between neurologists and architects. 

It espouses that nature itself has a healing effect. The idea that our physical context 
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can promote healing does have a scientific basis. Roger Ulrich, Ph.D., a professor of 

architecture from Texas A&M University, researched the medical benefits of views of 

nature (Sternberg, 3).  A study published in a1984 edition of Science magazine 

showed that patients recuperating from gallbladder surgery healed more quickly and 

required less pain medication than if they had a view of trees outside their windows 

than if their view was of a brick wall.  Ulrich went to great lengths to control for other 

variables such as age, smoking habits, previous hospitalizations, the years of the 

surgery, and even which floor patients were located on.  

Ulrich did further studies that involved showing research participants a ten 

minute film of gory disabling work accidents followed by another ten minute film of 

either an urban scene or a nature scene (Heulat, 2). Participants showed increased 

blood pressure, anxiety, and muscle tension while watching the bloody film.  Those 

participants that then watched the nature film recovered dramatically faster and also 

reported less fearful and more positive attitudes upon conclusion of the study.  These 

results are replicated when patients examining patients going to the dentist.  Patients 

looking at a nature view on the ceiling show lower blood pressure (Gerlach-Spriggs, 

37).   A more recent study by the British mental health charity MIND compared the 

effects on tension and mood of a walk in nature with a walk in a shopping mall. The 

outdoor walk resulted in significant improvements in mood and a reduction in tension 

while the walk in the shopping mall resulted in an increase in tension (Beatley, 5) 

 Stephen and Rachel Kaplan posit that contemporary society is 

burdened by ever-increasing stress (Gerlach-Spriggs, 36).  This is because 

technological societies force us into using mainly “directed attention,” or tasks that 
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require concentration and effort.  The resulting stress prepares our body for certain 

actions, but can be harmful over time as it results in elevated blood pressure, muscle 

tension, and changes in brain wave function that result in mental fatigue.  The word 

“stress” is derived from the ancient Roman term stringere that meant “to squeeze 

tight,” or “ to injure” (Schweitzer, 95). Recovery from stress and mental fatigue can 

be facilitated by interactions with nature, even if it’s a quick stroll or a view out a 

window. The Kaplans explain that interactions with nature relieve the mind from 

directed attention and allow effortless attention, resulting in less stress.   Additionally, 

sunlight elevates levels of serotonin, which inhibits pain pathways in the central 

nervous system.  

The solariums of previous hospital design were designed based on theories, 

but scientific studies show a natural circadian rhythm of light exposure regulates 

melatonin production, and influences both biochemical and hormonal body rhythms 

(Heulat, 10).  Heliotherapy also provides Vitamin D which speeds healing by 

strengthening the immune system and getting calcium into bones. A sample of six 

thousand children showed that 70 percent had a vitamin D deficiency due to the 

number of hours spent inside each day (Beatley, 16).  The importance of natural 

sunlight to healing (as opposed to artificial light) has been explored in a number of 

studies.  Depressed patients in a psychiatric unit recovered faster in rooms with 

brighter light, and prisoners with windows open to gardens made less visits to the 

health clinic (Schweitzer, 75).   
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Fractal Design 

Fractals are the geometric and mathematical organizational systems of nature.  

Fractals are patterns that are repeated at increasingly smaller scales- such as a tree 

branching out. An intuitive sense of the human need for contact with nature may have 

been the basis of organic architecture.  “Organic architecture” was a term used by 

Frank Lloyd Wright who emphasized natural forms and shapes in his designs.  Today, 

fractal design is the basis of organic architecture.  Organic architects such as Frank 

Gehry use complex software to create complex structures based on fractal principles 

(Sketches of Frank Gehry). 

Ary Goldberger, professor of cardiology at Harvard Medical School, has 

proposed that fractals are inherently pleasing to the human mind (Schweitzer, 71).   

In addition to visual fractal patterns, Goldberger proposed that fractals are satisfying 

to the human mind in the form of sound.  He postulates that fractals are what make 

some sounds soothing and others cacophonous.  Accordingly, perceptual research 

finds most people visually fractal forms more than grids (Heulat, 6). 

 Evidence for the pleasing nature of fractals can be fond in an analysis The 

University of Kyoto conducted on Japanese Zen gardens (Schweitzer, 34).  Japanese 

Zen garden views have always been thought to bring about relaxation through the 

symbology of the rocks.  Researchers started focusing on the famous Ryoanji Zen 

garden in Kyoto.  The Ryoanji garden is composed of irregular clusters of rock on 

raked sand and is meant to be viewed from a slightly askew location in the central 

hall of a temple. Researchers found that the axes of symmetry between the rocks 
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formed a fractal pattern resembling the shape of a tree whose main trunk passed 

through the exact viewing spot in the central hall of the temple.  

 

Figure 37: Ryoanji Zen garden (Source: Author) 

 

Benefits of Biophilic Design 

In addition to providing a relaxing and healing environment, biophilic design 

has many additional benefits.  One of the most obvious is that gardens and easy 

access to nature encourages physical activity. Obesity rates are rising due to sedentary 

lifestyles, and this leads to health and medical problems.  The Centers for Disease 

Control and Prevention estimate the health care price tag of these sedentary trends 

exceeds $75 billion annually (Mooney).  A 2007 Danish study demonstrated the 

importance of access to green spaces: Nearby parks were found to be associated with 

lower stress levels and a lower likelihood of obesity (Beatley, 12) 

Another positive effect of gardens is that they encourage people to take an 
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active interest in the natural environment.  Learning to identify different plant or bird 

species is not part of most educational curriculums.  This means that children become 

disconnected from nature. Author Robert Pyle, in The Thunder Tree: Lessons from an 

Urban Wildland, states that a lack of contact with the landscape alienates humans 

from nature and results in apathy about conservation.  Access to nature, on the other 

hand, can foster an appreciation for sustainability efforts and the preservation of 

natural resources.   

While some developers might see leaving a large space undeveloped as a 

missed opportunity, evidence suggests that there are very clear economic benefits to 

urban gardens. Homes with trees sell at premium compared with those without trees 

(Bentley, 7). A 2009 study by CEO for Cities found that homes in more walkable 

environments carried a price premium of between $4,000 and $34,000 when 

compared with similar homes in other places (“Walking the Walk”).  The High Line 

has generated an estimated $4 billion in private investment. 

Glenn Dale: a Biophilic City 

A biophilic city is one where residents can delight in a diverse range of sights, 

sounds, smell, textures, and experiences.  There are some cities that strive to be 

biophilic: New York has established the goal of providing a park within a ten-minute 

walk of every resident (Bentley, 46). The city of Singapore devoted almost half of its 

ground area to green space, which is impressive considering its high density.  Glenn 

Dale, with its 216 open acres, has the rare opportunity within the Washington, DC 

area to serve as an example of a sustainable, walkable, and biophilic suburb that is 
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profoundly restorative to its citizens. 
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Chapter 6:  Senior Communities 

 

Community Needs 

A future program at Glenn Dale should take advantage of what the site has to 

offer: a sense of seclusion from the urban environment, large bucolic grounds, and 

two large institutional buildings that can be retrofitted for housing with abundant 

sunlight.  Given the healing benefits of a large open space, uses might include a drug 

rehabilitation center, an AIDS clinic, a religious center, a center for mental health, a 

hospice, a yoga retreat, or housing for seniors.  Taking into concerns of the 

community, a need for an economically viable project, and a large aging population, 

the best fit seems to be a center for senior housing.  

 

 

Figure 38: Use comparison (Source: Author) 
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In the Glenn Dale-Seabrook-Lanham Sector Plan, Prince George County’s 

master plan dictates that Glenn Dale should be a community of lower density 

suburban communities with single-family neighborhoods.  Lining the drive to Glenn 

Dale Hospital are only single-family homes, many located off of Glenn Dale Road on 

cul-de-sacs.  The 216 acres at Glenn Dale Hospital is also part of Prince George’s 

future plan for interconnected green spaces.  There is a stated commitment to focus 

energy on preserving historic buildings, encourage alternative transportation, ensure 

that any new development is low impact and considers impact of traffic on 

surrounding neighborhoods.  There is also mention of the great need for a continuing 

care retirement community in the area, as the population is aging and there are no 

suitable facilities in the area.   

Glenn Dale Citizen’s association has been extremely active in voicing their 

concern of the deteriorating property.  Any rehabilitation project would qualify for 

potential tax credits of 20% (federal) and 20% (Maryland) of the adjusted basis of a 

depreciable property.  Remediation credits would also be available for asbestos and 

other hazardous materials.  Residents have also been outspoken about wanting to age 

in place so that they can continue to be part of their community.  

History of Senior Housing 

Until the mid-nineteenth century, it was common for a woman to give birth to 

her last offspring around age 40, which promised that a child would remain in the 

family to take care of elderly parents (Abbott, 8).  Children were expected to care for 

their parents, and those that had no children had to either align themselves with a 
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family or have the funds to hire a caregiver.  The elderly who could do neither were at 

the mercy of charity or public welfare.   

In the eighteenth and nineteenth century the welfare system was patterned 

after English poor laws.  Initially the poor were given “outdoor relief” of cords of 

wood, allotments of food or cash.  Communities eventually created poorhouses to 

house the elderly population indoors. The poorhouses were only required to pay for 

those residing in their jurisdiction, and the town decided whom they would help and 

how much.   

Poorhouses were made to appear as unattractive as possible to discourage 

idlers, and it was seen as an elderly person’s worst fate to end up at one. The state of 

Tennessee auctioned care of the impoverished to the lowest bidder (Abbott, 9).   

Select institutions were created for elderly women of certain faiths, such as the 

Charitable home for the Aged and the Mutual Aid Societies run by Christian and 

Jewish denominations.  

Early American nursing homes appeared in private homes during the 

beginning of the nineteenth century and housed a little over a dozen people.  The 

quality of care depended on the charity of the provider.  When those with mental 

illnesses were being put in special institutions after the Civil War, the elderly still 

remained in poorhouses.   

Family structure began to change as land grew scarce and children started 

moving away from home.  The need for poorhouses rose, the government was forced 

to spend more money, and treatment of the elderly improved.  Non-profits created 

elderly institutions in the late 1800’s to meet the growing need for housing.  Although 
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better than poorhouses, residents had to wear uniforms, were called inmates, and were 

expected to do chores to bring in money.   

In the late 1800’s hired help was also available.  Visiting nurses, such as the 

Visiting Nurse society of New York, would visit the chronically ill poor.  There was 

the beginning of planned retirement communities, such as William Enston Home in 

Charleston, South Carolina.  The communities consisted of 24 brick residential 

cottages, a community building, an infirmary, and landscaped grounds.  During the 

twentieth century elderly care underwent many changes.  There were more seniors 

and they were living longer.  There were more private homes for the aged.   

When housing became a huge problem during the Great Depression, President 

Roosevelt enacted the Social Security Act of 1935.  Title I was Old-Age Assistance 

(now Medicaid), and Title II was Old-Age Insurance (now known as Social Security).  

Since there was not enough funding for public institutions, the rent from the elderly 

became a sought-after commodity.  Private homes were abundant, and unemployed 

nurses could make money by providing basic care.  This practice brought about the 

origin of the term “nursing home” (Abbott, 15).   

The need for nursing home beds was still on rise after World War II, and a 

1950 amendment to the Social Security act allowed the few remaining poorhouses 

that housed elderly to receive funds through the Older Americans Act.  The federal 

government wanted to regulate fast-growing industry, so they started requiring states 

that received federal funds to license hospitals and nursing homes in 1953.  Although 

licensing was required, no standards of enforcement were met (Abbott, 16).   
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The enactment of Medicaid reimbursement became biggest incentive for the 

industry, and homes for the elderly started expanding rapidly.  Even companies who 

were not involved in health care industry built nursing homes, such as Holiday Inn 

(Abbott, 16).  With no federal or state oversight, the nursing home business flourished 

but nursing care was minimal and allegations of abuse were widespread.  In 1987 a 

Nursing Home Reform Law was passed due to a study by the Institute of Medicine of 

the National Academy of Sciences that reported on the condition of 14,500 nursing 

homes with 1.48 million beds (Abbott, 17).   

Senior Housing Today 
 

A child caring for their parents is not typically the norm due to smaller 

families and different needs.  Woman entering the workforce also left a gap in home 

caregiving.    

Many housing options are available to seniors, such as senior housing projects 

or retirement communities.  There is a growing interest in Continuing Care 

Retirement Communities (CCRC). CCRCs are the most complete model of long-term 

care in America.  They offer the amenities of a hotel, the care of an assisted living 

residence and nursing home, the social and recreational activities of a club, the 

benefit of long-term care insurance coverage, and the convenience of a small town.  

The represent a type of living arrangement which specifically addresses problems 

associated with age-related disabilities and the needs of the elderly as their health 

deteriorates.  Joining a CCRC gives seniors access to the appropriate living 

arrangements within the same community as their health needs change.  There is still 

no federal oversight, and each state handles assisted living differently.   
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 The need for senior housing is growing exponentially as all fifty states will 

see a rapid acceleration in growth of elderly populations as the baby boomers reach 

retirement age. In 2030 ten states will have more Medicare-eligible seniors than 

school aged children.  By 2030, 20 percent of the residents of the United States will 

be aged 65 or older (Nancy LeaMond).  However, one in six seniors (65+) live in 

poverty.  The largest need is for affordable senior housing.   

Additionally, there is an increasing shift in stakeholders.  Children used to 

reluctantly force their parents into senior housing.  The move was usually reactive 

and seniors had limited options with regimented care.  Now seniors are proactively 

starting to plan their moves, and seniors housing has more options and is more service 

oriented (Janet Reynolds).   

Additionally senior housing needs include community integration.  Much 

senior housing has been isolated away from communities until recently.  Senior 

housing has also been slave to an automobile-driven country.  However, promoting 

accessible housing within walking neighborhoods can help seniors to remain active 

and independent. AARP encourages transit-oriented development within a half-mile, 

joint use of a senior center or health clinic, and encouraging development of building 

standards that promote accessibility (AARP). 
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Figure 39: Leisure World, Silver Spring, MD is an example of a senior community that is 

isolated by urban planning.  (Source: Author) 

 

Figure 40: FABG’s renovation of a Mies Van der Rohe gas station in Montreal is an example 

of new efforts to encourage interaction between seniors and younger populations. (Source: 

Montpetit) 
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Seniors and Gardens 

There is still much need for research on the older population and the effect of 

therapeutic gardens (Williams, 181).  However, we do know that gardens promote 

healing, decrease stress, and encourage physical activity. Baby boomers may be 

actively aging, but most will suffer a chronic disease. A physical environment that 

includes access to nature could keep seniors healthier for longer.  

   

Figure 41: Queen of Peace Residence in Queens Village, NY is low-income senior housing 

run by nuns.  The gardens are an important part of the residence and serve both a spiritual and 

a social purpose.  (Source: Gerlach-Spriggs) 

For example, Alzheimer’s usually occurs in people in their seventies and 

eighties.  The disease is a mild impairment of short-term episodic memory and 

progresses to complete inability to know time and recognize friends or family 

members. Alzheimer’s disease patients with dementia showed functional 

improvement when their environment included gardens (Gerlach-Spriggs, 36). 
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Gardens also provide for a sense of place and are a welcome contrast to the 

sterility of institutions.  A beautiful landscape serves as an open invitation to family 

and friends. Furthermore, gardens can provide the human need for movement, 

change, and peace associated with witnessing a biological cycle of life.  

A 1998 study by Byoung-Suk Kweon, William Sullivan, and Angela Wiley at 

the University of Illinois showed that in addition to social integration being an 

important predictor of welfare, the use of green outdoor common spaces could predict 

the strength of community interaction.  Stronger social ties are related to lower levels 

of mortality, and better physical and mental health in the elderly population (Kweon, 

833).  It is important to look at the surrounding neighborhood for social support, as 

seniors are often subject to limited mobility.  Including spaces where adults are 

encouraged to develop social ties with neighbors, or sociopetal settings, should be an 

important part of senior housing design.  In order to develop social ties, seniors do not 

need to have regulated social activity and introductions.  Spaces that provide for 

repeated informal face-to-face contact often generate friendships.  In fact, youth, 

adults, and seniors prefer sociopetal settings with trees and grass, and avoid areas that 

appear barren (Kweon, 837).    In fact, more social activity occurred in observations 

of spaces with trees then without them.  Through an investigation of a low-income 

housing senior housing complex in Chicago, Kweon and associates found a strong 

correlation between exposure to common green spaces and higher levels of social 

integration and sense of local community.   The study also showed that the effect on 

social integration was not as strong when seniors were exposed to a common area 

without trees or grass.
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Figure 42: Brickstone Senior Living in Rochester, NY is given a sense of place by the 

surrounding green space. (Source: Janet Reynolds) 

Seniors and Glenn Dale 

The adaptive reuse of Glenn Dale Hospital should provide seniors with 

therapeutic gardens, opportunities for social activities, a walkable neighborhood, and 

accessible homes.  Approximately half of a sample of baby boomers surveyed said 

they wanted accessible park areas or undeveloped open space when choosing a home 

(Abbott, 77).  Glenn Dale’s 216 acres could easily meet this need. Moreover, seniors 

are requesting more of a focus on amenities that help them lead active and social 

lives.  Most senior housing has an activity directors that create social events for 
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residents, although many residents can find these activities to feel too structures and 

contrived (Williams, 186).  Gardens can provide shared spaces for such interactions 

to take place, whether it is a conversation about the weather while on a short stroll, or 

gardening.  Glenn Dale, with the insertion of a few amenities, could become a 

walkable neighborhood as restaurants, a large department store, and a grocery store 

are all within less than half a mile from the center of the campus.  Although the 

buildings would need to be retrofitted, the main layout of the rooms in the adult and 

children’s hospital buildings would allow for accessible and spacious senior lofts. 

.
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 Figure 43: Walkability analysis of Glenn Dale Hospital.  (Source: Author) 

Hospital: .48 mi, 6 Restaurants: .46 mi, Coffee: .4 mi, 2 Groceries: .4 mi, Target: .8 

 
 

 

Figure 44: How senior lofts could be fit into the adult hospital. (Source: Author) 
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 Chapter 7:  Design Approach 

Initial Scheme 1 

 
Figure 45: Scheme 1: 1: Episcopal Church, 2: Glenn Dale Golf Club, 3: Glenn Brook Park, 4: 
Glenn Dale Park, 5: Marietta Historic Manner, 6: Shopping Center in park space, 
7:Glenwood Park, 8: Baptist Church, 9: Shopping Center (Source: Author) 
 

Like the branches of a tree, scheme 1 proposes the green spaces of Glenn Dale 

hospital reaching out into the surrounding community.  This would create a park 

system that would connect all of the area’s main green spaces.  This park system 

would also be a shared space between the community’s different populations: the 

seniors at Glenn Dale Hospital, golf enthusiasts, church goers, shoppers, and many 

families in the area.   

Conserving existing open space is oftentimes easier than creating it. 

Washington, DC is expanding, and somewhat comparable to Olmstead’s Central 

Park, the created park system could simultaneously serve as an attraction and a 

retreat.  Development on the site would be limited to a few structures that 

complimented the original layout of the campus.  There is also the possibility of 

looking at a transit-oriented development center in the North by reinstating the former 
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Washington, Baltimore, and Annapolis railway line.  This would be a way to promote 

a walkable green space and encourage visitors in a sustainable manner. 
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Scheme 2 Program Description 

100. GREEN SPACE  

A.  Urban Farming 60 acres 

Glenn Dale historically grew strawberries, although a variety of produce can be 
grown in rented lots that are available to residents and the neighboring community for 
food production and recreation. 
B. Green Space for resident and public use 156 acres 

Green space for healing, recreation, exercise, and socializing would be landscaped so 
that the community could enjoy a variety of outdoor nature experiences. 
C. Newly Created Green Space 243 acres 
This green space serves as a connector between the gardens of Glenn Dale and other 
neighboring communities and community amenities.  Athletic fields and park trails 
can be added to meet community needs. 
200.  SENIOR HOUSING  

A. Independent Living Senior Lofts 178,000 sqft (118 units) 

Seniors could choose from a variety of floor plans for lofts housed in the form adult 
hospital building.  Seniors will be able to enjoy private outdoor spaces, and all units 
will be accessible and readily accessed by elevators. 
B. Assisted Living Facilities 125,000 sqft (83 units) 

When independent living is no longer appropriate, seniors may move to assisted 
living facilities.  These facilities provide assistance by trained personnel to ensure 
residents’ health and safety while promoting independence.  These facilities would be 
housed in the former children’s hospital. 
C. Nursing Home 41,750 sqft (30 units) 

Residents who need 24-hour care may move into the nursing home.  The nursing 
home is close to the cafeteria and the event space so that residents may maintain ties 
with their community.  These facilities would be housed in the former nurses’ 
residences (Capper Hall and McCarren Hall). 
D. Hospice Care 20,566 sqft (14 units) 

Residents that are terminally ill have the option of transitioning to hospice care.  
Hospice care will focus on bringing comfort and tranquility to residents in their final 
stages of life. These facilities would be housed in the four former doctor’s residences. 
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Initial Scheme 2 

  

Figure 46: Scheme 2 (Source: Author) 
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Figure 47: Scheme 2 (Source: Author) 

Scheme 2 allows for greater development than Scheme 1.  Glenn Dale Road 

acts as a central spine through the site and is lined by apartment buildings.  This spine 

leads to a public plaza in front of the adult hospital.  Athletic fields that are shared 

between senior residents other neighbors can be viewed from Glenn Dale Road. 

Commercial space and high-density live-work units are placed on the corner of Glenn 

Dale Road and the busy Annapolis Road.  These units gradually decrease in scale so 

as not to interrupt the feel of the Glenn Dale Hospital campus. A neighborhood park 

space is shared between the senior residents and the new single-family homes.  Roads 

were planned to eliminate cul-de-sacs and maximize connectivity and walkability.  

The North is left open for wetland conservation and urban farming. 
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Scheme 2 Program Description 

100. GREEN SPACE  

A.  Urban Farming 60 acres 

Glenn Dale historically grew strawberries, although a variety of produce can be 
grown in rented lots that are available to residents and the neighboring community for 
food production and recreation. 
B. Green Space for resident and public use 32 acres 

Green space for healing, recreation, exercise, and socializing would be landscaped so 
that the community could enjoy a variety of outdoor nature experiences. 
200.  SENIOR HOUSING  

A. Independent Living Senior Lofts 178,000 sqft (118 units) 

Seniors could choose from a variety of floor plans for lofts housed in the form adult 
hospital building.  Seniors will be able to enjoy private outdoor spaces, and all units 
will be accessible and readily accessed by elevators. 
B. Assisted Living Facilities 125,000 sqft (83 units) 

When independent living is no longer appropriate, seniors may move to assisted 
living facilities.  These facilities provide assistance by trained personnel to ensure 
residents’ health and safety while promoting independence.  These facilities would be 
housed in the former children’s hospital. 
C. Nursing Home 41,750 sqft (30 units) 

Residents who need 24-hour care may move into the nursing home.  The nursing 
home is close to the cafeteria and the event space so that residents may maintain ties 
with their community.  These facilities would be housed in the former nurses’ 
residences (Capper Hall and McCarren Hall). 
D. Hospice Care 20,566 sqft (14 units) 

Residents that are terminally ill have the option of transitioning to hospice care.  
Hospice care will focus on bringing comfort and tranquility to residents in their final 
stages of life. These facilities would be housed in the four former doctor’s residences. 
E. E. Senior and Neighborhood Athletic Fields 3 acres 

Athletic fields that are available for senior and neighborhood use encourage exercise 
and community interaction. 
300. SINGLE-FAMILY HOMES 635,250 sqft (125 units)  

Single-family homes would be placed along easily walkable streets. The homes 
would be two levels with a basement, and residents would have easy access to retail 
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and green space.  
400. COMMERCIAL  446,020 sqft (4 units) 

Four new five-story buildings with retail and office space are visible from Annapolis 
Road.  Visitors may park off Annapolis road and walk to a main shopping street.  
500. LIVE WORK UNITS 388,380 sqft 

(129,460 sqft retail, 259 units) 
Three story live-work units are located off of the new shopping street.  The units 
feature a variety of apartment layouts and ground-level commercial space. 
600. APARTMENT BUILDINGS 153,660 sqft (153 units) 
Two-level apartment buildings are placed alongside Glenn Dale Boulevard- giving 
residents easy access to both Annapolis Road and shared green space.  These units 
will accommodate the need for affordable rent in the area. 
700. PUBLIC EVENT SPACE 180,500 sqft 

A public event and garden space could accommodate community events, such as acts 
by local musicians, plays, and small festivals.  The space could also be rented for 
weddings and other celebrations.  A permanent or temporary structure could serve as 
shelter for a farmer’s market that sells produce from the nearby urban farming plots. 
 

Initial Scheme 3 
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Figure 48: Scheme 3 (Source: Author) 
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Figure 49: Scheme 3 (Source: Author) 

Scheme 3 allows for development, but with an attempt to retain the feeling of 

an open space.  Chains of single-family homes are arranged along the topography.  

Each single family home fronts green space, with no residence facing each other. The 

highest points are left undeveloped so that historic viewsheds between the campus 

buildings are unaltered.  Two “U” shaped buildings are introduced to the campus and 

flank the adult hospital building.  Although similar in plan to the adult hospital 

building, these two new structures are smaller in scale so they do not disrupt the 

historic campus plan.  These buildings would house select retail, and accommodate 

non-senior housing.  As with the other two schemes, the other hospital buildings 

would function as a CCRC so that residents could remain in the community through 

all stages of life.  
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Scheme 3 Program Description 

100. GREEN SPACE  

A.  Urban Farming 47 acres 

Glenn Dale historically grew strawberries, although a variety of produce can be 
grown in rented lots that are available to residents and the neighboring community for 
food production and recreation. 
B. Green Space for resident and public use 131 acres 

Green space for healing, recreation, exercise, and socializing would be landscaped so 
that the community could enjoy a variety of outdoor nature experiences. 
200.  SENIOR HOUSING  

A. Independent Living Senior Lofts 178,000 sqft (118 units) 

Seniors could choose from a variety of floor plans for lofts housed in the form adult 
hospital building.  Seniors will be able to enjoy private outdoor spaces, and all units 
will be accessible and readily accessed by elevators. 
B. Assisted Living Facilities 125,000 sqft (83 units) 

When independent living is no longer appropriate, seniors may move to assisted 
living facilities.  These facilities provide assistance by trained personnel to ensure 
residents’ health and safety while promoting independence.  These facilities would be 
housed in the former children’s hospital. 
C. Nursing Home 41,750 sqft (30 units) 

Residents who need 24-hour care may move into the nursing home.  The nursing 
home is close to the cafeteria and the event space so that residents may maintain ties 
with their community.  These facilities would be housed in the former nurses’ 
residences (Capper Hall and McCarren Hall). 
D. Hospice Care 20,566 sqft (14 units) 

Residents that are terminally ill have the option of transitioning to hospice care.  
Hospice care will focus on bringing comfort and tranquility to residents in their final 
stages of life. These facilities would be housed in the four former doctor’s residences. 
E. E. Senior and Neighborhood Cafeteria 5,787 sqft 

A cafeteria, in addition to the restaurants in the mixed-use buildings, would provide a 
variety of dining options to residents, staff, and their visitors. The grounds outside 
could provide outside seating during nice weather. 
300. SINGLE-FAMILY HOMES 457,380 sqft (90 units)  

Chains of single-family homes would be placed along topography lines.  The homes 
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would be two levels with a basement, and residents would have easy access to retail 
and green space.  
400. MIXED USE 190,760 sqft  

(47,690 sqft retail, 143 apt units) 
Two new buildings that flank the adult hospital will accommodate ground floor retail.  
The three stories above will be lofts available for both seniors and any other 
neighborhood residents.  A portion of them should be set aside for low-income 
tenants. 
500. PUBLIC EVENT SPACE 2 acres 

A public event and garden space could accommodate community events, such as acts 
by local musicians, plays, and small festivals.  The space could also be rented for 
weddings and other celebrations. 
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Chapter 8:  Design Development 

Values 

Upon reviewing the schemes, it became apparent that there were an 

overwhelming number of competing factors (i.e., economic constraints and 

opportunities, community concerns, lack of public transportation, sustainability, etc.) 

to take into account when making design decisions. Thus, I used Randy Mason’s 

value-centered approach to provide a framework that would guide all design 

decisions (Mason).  As previously mentioned in the paper, it was clear that the site 

has important historic value and important healing value by virtue of its setting in 

open parkland, and that these values needed to guide the design process. In addition 

to historic and therapeutic value, the site also has community, environmental, 

economic, and art value.  I determined that community value should be prioritized 

since the project focuses on creating a CCRC and senior citizens are a population at 

risk for isolation due to their limited mobility.  Furthermore, community integration is 

a major challenge for this site since the tuberculosis hospital was originally designed 

to be isolated from the public.  
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Figure 50: Values-Centered Approach (Source: Author) 

 

Program 

I determined that an effective way to integrate the community was to include 

retail spaces in the CCRC that would be shared by residents and their neighbors.  
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Additionally, retail program such as a selection of restaurants, a gym, a hotel for 

family members, and art workshops would make the community more attractive for 

potential residents.  Since economic value was not prioritized in the design, I worked 

with local planners from Arlington, VA to create a minimal formula that would 

establish what type of retail would be viable on the site.  This formula did not take 

into account many of the complex factors that determine the success of retail 

establishments, such as foot traffic or income levels.  For this formula, I divided the 

number of residents in Prince George’s County by the number of a certain type of 

business (salon, grocery store, etc.) in the County. This number was determined to be 

the amount of customers that would be needed to support that type of business.  

Research also showed that having a minimum number of 400 independent living units 

on site was a key success factor for sustaining retail. Therefore, a goal of 400 

residences was set in order to support the desired retail spaces (Figure 51).  
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Figure 51: Program Overview (Source: Author) 

 The program is further broken down into the components needed for a 

successful CCRC.  These include independent living, assisted living, long-term health 

care, and space for support staff.   The assisted living and long-term health care 

facilities are placed in the former Children’s Hospital building.  This is in close 

proximity to the hotel in case family members need to stay for an extended time.  

Administration functions are placed in the nurses’ residence as this offers a central 

location in the middle of the campus with easy access both residents and the public.  
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Figure 52: Program Detail (Source: Author) 
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Figure 53: Program Detail (Source: Author) 
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Strategy  

The need for 400 independent living units became the major design challenge 

since density could negatively impact the health benefits of the site by restricting 

views to nature   I determined the solution was to create density with minimal visual 

impact.  The final design builds off of Scheme 3 by using the topography to hide new 

developments.  New units are situated around the site’s hills.  The units are in close 

proximity to the historic buildings and retail options, but the new developments do 

not interfere with visual access to the landscape (Figure 105).  I created sloping green 

roofs on each unit to create a stronger sense of continuity with the landscape.   

Locating the units around the perimeter of the campus, in addition to 

protecting views of nature, also maintains the integrity of the historic composition.  

My site plan strategy was to maintain the historic core, allow for development around 

the perimeter, and allow the rest of the site to be open park space.  This park space 

would create a permeable boundary between the CCRC and the Glenn Dale 

community since both residents and the public could access the hiking and biking 

trails.   
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Figure 54: Sectional Strategy (Source: Author) 
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Figure 55: Areas of Developable Topography (Source: Author) 
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Figure 56: Site Plan Strategy (Source: Author) 
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Figure 57: Park Path (Source: Author) 

 

 
 

Figure 58: Park Path (Source: Author) 
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Chapter 9:  Design Proposal 

Site Plan 

 I focused by design intervention on the Adult Hospital and a surrounding 

development.  This portion was chosen because the Adult Hospital is the largest 

historic building on the site and because of the opportunities presented by the 

adjacent lake.  Figure 59 shows the distribution of the program, the area of my focus, 

and a potential diagram for future developments.  

  
Figure 59: Site Plan (Source: Author) 
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Intervention 

 My area of intervention included adaptively reusing the Adult Hospital into 

retail and residential space, and an additional development of 25 independent living 

units.  A challenge with using a former hospital for senior living units is its 

institutional nature.  I created two interior courtyards in the former Adult Hospital in 

order to create a livelier environment.  These unglazed and unsheltered interior 

courtyards act as a set of lungs for the building by allowing fresh air and sunlight to 

reach a greater percentage of the building (Figure 60, Figure 63).  Certain interior 

units have balconies that extend into the courtyards, creating a sense of community by 

allowing residents to enjoy the outdoors beside their neighbors.  The ground floor of 

the historic space has two restaurants, a coffee shop, CCRC dining, and a 

multipurpose room.  The main entrance is located on the northeast side of the 

building, while a former  

 My strategy for the modern units was to hide the buildings in the topography, 

but also to maximize residents’ views to nature.  Parking is located in the portion of 

the section that does not receive sunlight (Figure 61).  This design provides two 

stories of on-grade, covered parking for residents, as well as additional parking spaces 

for CCRC employees.  A third story of units is accessible from the parking levels by a 

circulation core.  I created a courtyard space in between the parking level and the 

units.  This allows all bedroom units views to nature, while also making the parking 

garage a more pleasant space.  A stramp (stair and ramp combination) leads residents 

and visitors of all physical capabilities from the retail located in the former Adult 

Hospital through the units and down to the lake.   
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Figure 60: Interior Courtyards in Historic Units (Source: Author) 

 
Figure 61: Diagram of Views from Modern Units (Source: Author) 
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Figure 62: Sections through Modern Units (Source: Author) 

 

 
Figure 63: Interior Courtyard Section of Historic Units (Source: Author) 
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Figure 64: Section of Historic Units (Source: Author) 
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Figure 65: Plans of Historic Units, Floors 2 - Roof (Source: Author) 
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Figure 66: Plan of Historic Units, Ground Floor (Source: Author) 

 
 
Figure 67: Plan of Modern Units, Floor 3 (Source: Author) 
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Figure 68: Plan of Modern Units, Floor 2 (Source: Author) 

 

 
Figure 69: Plan of Modern Units, Floor 1 (Source: Author) 
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Figure 70: Perspective from Modern Units, Second Floor  (Source: Author) 
 

 
 
Figure 71: Perspective from Historic Courtyard, Third Floor (Source: Author) 
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Figure 72: Perspective down Stramp (Source: Author) 
 

 
 

Figure 73: Perspective from Historic Terrace towards Lake (Source: Author) 
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Figure 74: Perspective of Historic Walled Garden (Source: Author) 

 

 
 
Figure 75: Perspective of Historic Entrance (Source: Author) 
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Unit Design 

Units were designed so that the living, eating, and sleeping areas all have 

views to nature.  In the historic one-bedroom units, the living, sleeping, and eating 

areas are located directly in front of either northwest views to the woods or southeast 

views across the campus.   Group housing units were also created for the ground floor 

of the historic building.   These clusters of three or four bedrooms have shared living 

spaces and would allow seniors an opportunity to enjoy the companionship of 

roommates while splitting costs. In the modern one-bedroom units, the sleeping area 

looks out onto a private courtyard, while the living and eating areas take advantage of 

the lake vista.  The individual cottages are sheltered within the tree canopy on the 

southern portion of the site.  The cottage bedrooms project into the woods and frame 

a shared backyard space in order to create a sense of community between neighbors. 

 

Figure 76: Unit Design (Source: Author) 
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Figure 77: Cottage Design (Source: Author) 
 

Chapter 10: Conclusion 
 
 There is an urgent and growing need for senior housing, and the historic 

campuses of asylums and tuberculosis hospitals offer a unique opportunity to provide 

housing in a therapeutic garden setting.   Due to the time constraints of the project, 

however, several aspects of this project did not reach their full potential.  Future 

projects could include further investigation into the economic constraints and 

opportunities, the integration of community through public transportation systems or 

bike paths, and varying architectural expressions of merging new development with 

the landscape.  Furthermore, the architectural implications of biophilia have yet to be 

fully explored, and additional studies should be conducted on the benefits of nature 

for other users and programs.    
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